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WAKA HOURUA

NGĀ PAPA RĀ

WHARE WHETŪ KĀPEHU WHETŪ

NOTES

Haunui, Auckland

Hinemoana, Kawhia

Our waka hourua Haunui is moored in 
Auckland at the New Zealand Maritime 

Museum - Hui Te Ananui a Tangaroa.

Haunui can take a maximum of 25 passenger on 
a day sail and 12 for an overnight experience.

We offer a hands on sailing experience in the 
Waitematā and Kawhia harbour where 

passengers are encouraged to get amongst 
the crew and learn how to operate the waka, 
with koorero given on board by Kaihautuu & 
Crew about waka history of the past to now.  

Our waka hourua Hinemoana is moored in 
Kawhia at Maketu Marae.  

Hinemoana can take a maximum of 25 passenger 
on a day sail and 16 for an overnight experience.

Ngā Papa Rā is a portable set of the 
traditional rigging of our waka hourua 
available for bookings facilitated at a 
venue convenient to your school or 

community. We use Ngā Papa Rā to teach 
basic procedures when sailing and to 

give an understanding of our traditional 
rigging.

Session capacity: 15 - 20 people max.

Price - $1500 + GST

Whare Whetu is a portable planetarium 
available for bookings facilitated at a venue 

convenient to your school or community. 
We use the Whare Whetū to look at 

different star constellations, the rising and 
settiing, and more to explain how the 
navigator and kaumoana on the waka 

hourua uses the night sky while on voyage. 

Session capacity: 15 - 20 people max.

Price - $1500 + GST

Kāpehu Whetū is a round mat with 
designs on it that depict the system of 

navigation that is used by modern 
day navigators across the pacific. The 

Kāpehu Whetū is available for 
bookings facilitated at a venue 

convenient to your school or 
community. We use the Kāpehu 

Whetū to teach a basic 
understanding of the system of 

navigation still used today, and about 
the feats of our tūpuna.

Session capacity: 15 - 20 people max.

Price - $250 + GST (add on to Ngā 
Papa Rā or Whare Whetū)

- Sessions can vary in length depending on 
your request

- When students under the age of 14 are on 
board they must have 1 to 5 Adult 

supervision.

- Location of waka may change 

Prices
3hr Sail - $2250 + GST
6hr Sail - $4000 + GST

Overnight Sail (24hr) - $6000 + GST

- Only operate under New Zealand alert 
level one or lower

For any questions and bookings please 
send an email to - 

tetokiwakahourua@gmail.com
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